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1

Electrolytic
Anaconda

Reduction

smelter,

known as the Upper Works smelter,

on the north side of the Warm Springs

miles east of the city of Anaconda
of Butte.

Division

Works

The original
was located

Zinc Purification

Creek,

just 2

and 26 miles from the city

By the year 1894 this smelter had a capacity

of 500

tons of ore a day.
The rapidly
dictated
plant,

increasing

the increase

production

of the smelter

of the Butte mines
capacity.

In 1887 a new

known as the Lower

Yorks, was built about a mile fur-

ther ea~t with a capacity

of 3,000 tons per day. The remains

of these two older smelters

can be seen today across the

valley from the new smelter.
Following

the consolidation

of the Anaconda

ing Co~ in 1895, it was deemed necessary
much larger reduction

to erect a new and

plant near Anaconda.

great plant were begun in April,

Copper Min-

The plans for this

1900 by a force of engineers

under a ¥r. A. G. Gullsberg.
Cn Cctober,

1901, the old Upper Works closed down and

work was transferre~
day of January,

concentrated

On the 25th

1902, the new works were opened.

The Anaconda
of the Company's

to the new Washoe Smelter.

Reduction

works concentrates

copper ore in Montana.

for the Electrolytic

and smelts all

The zinc ore is also

Zinc Plant at

naconda and

Groat Falls.
The major departments
centrator,

Oo ppe r Smelting,

of the smelter are: Mill and ConElectrolytic

Plant, Mangane ae Plant, Arsenic
Lari t ,

Zinc Plant, Phosphate

Plant, and the Sulphuric

Acid

2

The smelter has a capacity
treated per twenty-four
200 tons of metallic

of 14,600 tons of co)per ore

hours and the Zinc plant can turn out

zinc per twenty-four

hours.

Zinc Plant
The Zinc Plant at the Anaconda

Reduction

ded into five main divisions,-

Concentrating,

ing, purifying,

and casting.

electrolyzing,

In 1914, the Anaconda
electrolytic

zinc process

the successful

treatment

Copper Co. started

roasting,

leach-

to work on the

in order to develop a method for
of the complex

lead-zinc

in their mines. At that time concentration

had a capacity

ores found

processes

ly able to secure a 40% zinc concentrate.
at Anaconda

Works is divi-

were on-

The original

plant

of 10 tons of slab zinc per day

and it was plJt into operation

about the first of November,

1915.
The process has two outstanding
it produces
pro~uced

namely,

that

a zinc of much higher purity than can be usually

by the retort process,

the problem

advantages,

of the treatment

and that it tends to solve

of the complex lead-zinc

and cop-

per ores of this western district ••
The process

of the Zinc Plant is briefly

zinc ore is first concentrated
tration and two products

by means of selective

are obtained---

which is shipped

The Zinc Concentr
plant for the removal
is passed

over screens

The

concen-

a zinc concentrate

Which is treated at the Zinc plant in Anaconda
centrate

as follows:

and a lead con-

to a custom smelter at Helena.

te is first roasted

in the Roaster

of sulphur. The hot calcined
for the removal

material

of coarse material

and

3

the fine portion

is delivered

Here the calcine

to the Zinc Leaching

is treated with sulphuric

solve the zinc. The leach solution
cadmium,

which are dissolved

the purification

suitable

acid to dis-

also contains

copper and

with the zinc. The solution

treated with zinc dust to remove
make the solution

Plant.

is

the copper and cadmjum and

for electrolysis.

of the solution

This is called

and will be taken up in great-

er detail.
The purified
that are equipped

solution

with insoluble

thodes. An electric

current

the zinc in the solution
As the zinc is removed
drogen forming
to the leaching

which

is passed thru the solution

deposits

ma terial

Purification

by hy-

acid is returned

in the calc Lne, such as lead, gold,

plant,

as residue,

is shipped

to the lead

for treatment.

of Zinc Solution

As successful
phate solution
solutjon

and

cathode.

it is replaced

iron, and silica, leave the plant circuit

in east Helena

ca-

and is used again to leach the cal-

in the case of the Anaconda

smelter

on the aluminum

acid. The sulphuric

division

cells

lead anodes and aluminum

from solution,

sulfuric

cine. The insoluble
silver,

is then fed to electrolyzing

electrolytic

deposition

is prlme r i Lv dependent

upon the puri ty of the

fed to the cells, every effort

and purification

plants to produce

from metals electro-negative
lead, arsenic,

of zjnc from a sul-

is made in the leaching

a solution

entirely

to zinc, such as copper,

free
cadmium,

antimony, etc.

Ithough a great amount
fect of a number

of study has been put on the ef-

of impurities

on the electro-deposition

of

4

zinc from a sulphate
been established

solution,

and fairly accurate

for single impurities,

known regarding

comparitively

little is

the combined effect of these impurities

ing proportions.

in vary-

It is not safe to say that a definite

of any impurity

can be tolerated

most of the impurities

because

of a little arsenic

appear to be cumulative.

or antimony

possible

degree.

solution

goin~ to the purification

effect

multiplied,

there-

all to the greatest

If the leach is properly

ition to zinc sulphate,

of

For instance,

the harmful

is greatly

fore the only safe thing is to eliminate

amount

the toxic effects

when a small amount of copper is present,

percentage

limits have

carried out, the

plant will contain,

in add-

all the soluble cadmium and a certain

of the copper; but the arsenic,

antimony,

ferric

iron, and part of the copper will have been precipitated.
A pure zinc is soluble only with difficulty
aCid; an impure zinc dissolves
see that the impurities
current efficiency
in deposition,
solved.

in the solution not only hinder

but also causes the plated

we
the

the zinc deposition

zinc to be redis-

of these harmful metals

gOing to the electrolytic

set in, and'might

Therefore

and gives a smaller yield per horsepower

The presence

the depositing

very readily.

in sulfurjc

in the solution

cells could have the same effect on

at the cathodes

since re-solution

could

proceed at a rate tha~ would entirely

power of the current.

offset

In such a case no zinc

would be made at the cathode and the prodlicts at cathode would
be hydrogen

and at the anode,

ities jn the solution
thus producing

oxygen.

could dissolve

a zinc slab containing

Smaller

amounts

of impur-

the zinc at a slower rate
some holes of various

5

sizes, which would give a less efficient
The solution
Leach

is pumped

by two Cameron
lowing

flowing

from the neutral

to 9 mechanically
pumps.

approximate

deposition.
Dorrs

agitated

in the Zinc

purification

At this point the solution

tanks

has the fol-

analysis:
Grams Per 1,iter

Zn
130

Mn
We have already

seen that the removal

contained

with

by adding

zinc dust to each tank.

water

the zinc is essential.

tons of solution.

dust are added

and fifty pounds

to each tank and they are agitated

makes a test every hour for cadmium.

eliminated
inated

before

in almost

cadmium

is precipitated.

but quickly

ilent amount

of copper from solution.

Cadmium

redissolves

To make

are precipitat~d

is elim-

zinc dust

precipitating

is

is

an equiv-

sure that the

a 100% excess

of zinc

is added.

The reactions
CUS0
4

are as follows:

-+

Zn--------ZnS04

1--

Zn--------ZnSo 4

+

Cu

+

Cd

CoSo 4'...._
Z

1-

Co

Cobalt

injurious

CdS04

n-------- Z nS 04

ered

thi~ step

on the precipi-

the same ratio as copper when

last traces of cadmium

for an hour

supervising
Studies

of zinc

show that most of the copper

first added,

dust

is accomplished

The tanks each hold 40

Two hundred

of copper and cadmium

Sb
Trace

of the impurities

This

to an hour and one-half •. The operator

tation

As
Trace

Co

--:-or

.3--.7

is one of the most

in e Le o t rolys t s of zinc.

however

impurities

there

encount-

is very li ttle in

6

the solution.

If a gre8t deal is encountered

itated by the addition
final purification

of Potassium

antimony

tartrate.

The

with zinc dust will take care of the cop-

per and cadmium and will precipitate
arsenic and antimony;
dust for arsenic

it is precip-

a certain amount

but it is not safe to depend

and antimony

of any

on the zinc

removal.

The Zinc (i·ustused in the purifica t ion step is made a t the
plant.

Molten

zinc is placed

in a graphite

crucible having a

bottom pierced with holes about 1/8 in. in diameter.
of compressed

A stream

air is blown across· the zinc as it issues from

these nozzles.

The fineness

of the dust so produced

ed by variation

of the air pressure.

Af~er the dusting and agitation,
into la settling

tank.

tank to the Shriver

The solution

filter presses

is controll-

the tanks are discharged
is then pumped from this

under a pressure

of 80 lbs.

per square inch.
The Shrjver

presses contain alternating

of plates are contained

in each section.

made of Bronze and is 3 feet square.
to that of a waffle

iron face.

plates.

Two kinds

The filtering

It has a surface

plate is
similar

This plate is covered with can-

vas end this i~ covered with a layer of filter paper.

At the

bottom of this plate is an opening thru which the filtrate

is

allowed

sim-

to pass.

ilar to a window

The collecting

frame also 3 feet square.

1ecte~ in this section.
binations

frame is a square section

Each

cress contains

The restdue

34 of these com-

and are held to~ether by two 1arp,e end plates,

which is ~oveab1e

is col-

one of

so that the press may be opened 9nd closed.

7

The Purification
are used alternately,

Department

has 8 of these presses.

They

that is, 3 or 4 are used at a time while

the others are being cleaned of the residue.
The filtrate

from the presses flow into troughs and is col-

lected in a tank.

The solution

tanks at the electrolyzing

is then pumped

division

to two storage

where it is fed to the cells

by gravi ty flow.
Every hour the operator

runs a test for cadmium and each

shift obtains a sample of the days run for a ;la~oratory analysis.

A press will properly

filter the solution

for an hou~ to

an hour and a half.
The amount of filtered
electrolyzing
PUrification

department

solution

stored in the tanks at the

is indicated

department.

by four lights in the

When four lights are on, the tanks

I

are full.

These lights are operated

by contact

switches

in

the storage tanks.
The residue
in a stockpile

collected

from the shriver presses

and left for oxidation.

It is picked up with a

steam shovel and sent to Great Falls, Montana,
treated.

The residue

is piled

contains metallic

where it is re-

zinc, copper, and cad-

mium.
On the floor below the shrivers
is for the collection

of the-purified

are three tanks.
solution,

excess purified

solution

storage tanks.

The other tank is a scavenger

picks up all the solution
presses and the solution

either from the presses

another

One tank
is for

or from the

tank, that is, it

that is spilled on the floor by the
that is used to wash the presses.

The

8

sCAvenger

tank contents are pumped back to the collection

tank

and again run through the shriver presses.
Glue is added to the purified
Department.

It

is dissolved

solution

in one tank and flows into a stor-

age tank where it is fed to the solution
filter presses.
retards

sproutinf

The addition

tric motors

of glue greatly

current efficiency.

tanks are mechanically

turn the propellers

its own motor.

as it comes from the

of small amounts

and gives a much better

The purification

in the Purification

in each tank.

agita~ed.

Elec-

Each tank has

9

Discussion
The Purification
of the Zinc Leach.

Department

is located about

The building

a space 150 feet by 112 feet.
into consideration

is constructed

The designers

the work of gravity and

200 feet south-east

of brick and occupies

of the building
$0

took

built the structure

into 3 sections,

each section being about 20 feet higher than the

next.

ther~ is no ~asteof

Therefore

of solution

power due to transportation

from one step'to the next.

The third am

tion has not been in use for several years because
the process have eliminated
The transportation
led by pumps.

i~provements

in

its use.

of the solution

Each separate

which can be brought

lowest sec-

through

the process

step has a least 2 auxilliary

instantly

is handpumps

into use in case of a br2akdown.

These pumps are of three types, namely, Camerons,

Binghams,

and

Wilfley.
There

is plenty of space in the department

eration;

although

smaller

container.

pnocess.
formerly

for efficient

the huge wash tank could be replaced
This is not necessary

Six men are needed
One operator

a~

Shriver presses,

overflows

and clean the

an~ a helper are used for dust-

in fil ing the purificatjon

goes directly

tanks occur.

and occurs when he forgets

shut off the valve on a tank after it is filled.
therefore

department.

the tanks.

This is the fault of the operator

solution

that was

from the solution.

are needed to maintain

and one operator

ing ane discharging
Frequently

of the impurities

to operate the purification

three helpers

by a much

however with the present

The wash tank now in use is a Dorr Thickener
used in the separation

op-

to the Shriver

to

The unpurified
presses.

if much

of this "green"

solution

off very rapidly.
house were

Also,

into the presses

the impurities

qu~ntity

the process

presses

can be handled

are cleaned

cheaply

entirely

by hand.

frame is shaken

idue.

in a small 2 wheel

wheeled

is collected

with p~rified

The whole

process

ually

an average

erating

aolution,

involves

about

of 9 presses

conditions.

repapered,
15 minutes

are cleaned

Also,

difficulty.
They are

free of the res-

to a dump some 150 feet away and disposed

is washed

is that a

and easily.

taken apart and each collecting
The residue

to ~he tank

of purification

can be stefJped up or down with very little

The filter

choke .them

to zinc deposition.

of this system

of solution

it will

will be carred

they will ~e very detrimental

The great advantage
great

passes

buggy which
of.

is

The press

and closed again.
work

per press.

Us-

per shift with good op-

There have been and many as 27 cleaned

per

shift.
The employees
the Zinc Leach
here

jobs.

and come under

is very small.

Senioritv
These

in the Purification

department

its jurisdiction.

Some of the men have been

is strictly

are employed

by

The labor turnover
there since 1928.

the only war to mov~ up to an operators

job.

jobs pay 50 an~ 75 c~nts more per shift than the laboring
There are only three

cents and one of the
There
its special
partment

is the Shriver

are three 8 hour shifts
cleanup

areas.

ing is kept

in a very clean

departments

Operator~

The cleaning

and also

pay 75

in the plant and each shift has

is done by the 3 helpers.t

area near the shrivers

cleanest

jobs in the Zinc L~ac~ which

in the purification

Every

the runway

condition

in the smelter.

shift washes

down the

to the dumps.

and ·is perhaps

de-

The build-

one of the

11

Conclusions.
The ~urification
A large volume
changes

Department

of solution~is

that are required

purified

The Shriver

nQt only because

the impurities

presses

expense.
labor

The

saving de-

are idealy

they do an excellent

from the solution,

organizatlon.
,

at a minimum

are monor and are mostly

vices and safety measures.
the process

is a very efficient

suited

to

job of filtering

but the operational

costs are

very small.
The presses
and closed

could be improved

hydraulically

instead

and age it seems the natural
Some means

of collecting

be devised.

A belt

I believe
overflow

the solution

switches

when

indicate

as it was shaken

The valve wheel

be removed

unless

ounts

a certain
buzzer.

height;
A method

could

each press
be appropriate.
the

thing would be
be acted

upon by

the closed

circuit

should be found

solution

is being

to

pumped

to

used to open and close the tanks is

the tank was closed,

The highest

to about

of this sort.

to prevent

The simplest

the problem

would be solved.

~ere at the Zinc Leach

so they tell me and are not broken

this is recovered

In this day

if the valve was made so that it could not

The costs of proruction

partments.

out would

in the tanks which would

a warning

Therefore,

a device

should be devised

tanks.

it reaches

portable.

efforts.

other than the buggys

that a tank is opened and green

the presses.

should be opened

that wouf.d=run underneath

that so~e system

could then accuate

figure

way to operate

of the purification

to put contact

They

of by manual

the residue

system

and pick up the residue

however.

are in one

down into separate

cost comes in the zinc dust and most

again.

200 dollars

The only costs are the labor which
per day and the operation

deof
am-

costs such as

pumping,
shriver

heating,
presses

and deterioration

sive considering
water-tons

to about 40 dollars

amounts

in all the operation

of equipment.

of the Purifica~ion

of the

per press per day.

department

the fa8t that it is capable

of solution

The upkeep

is very

of turning

All

inexpen-

out 4000

per 24 hours.

y.y .Job
I was employed
the employees
headed"

by the Zine Leach Department.

of the Purification

on the Shriver

filter

Department.

presses

because

The Leech handles

I asked
I wanted

to be "deadto write a re-

".

po r t on the opera tion of the Purifica tion Dc pa r t me n t'.· The management
was only too glad
considered
think

to cooperate

to be the worst

with my wishes

job on the hill by many.

that they are one of the best
My duty was to help

in shaking

clean the presses.

buggys

the presses.

to the dumps repapered

The W0rst part of this
had a dead~beat
Here

the cleaning

in a minimum

amount

The two men that wheeled

When

turns
the

the presses.

immediatley

went along

of time.

so that many times

job was the fact that whenever

on hand he was

I

and hot

The three helpers~took

and closed

he had to put out some work.

however,

It was a dirty

at intervals

to do for 1 or 2 hours.

and washing

Actually,

are

jobs.

job, but they only had to be cleaned
we had nothing

as the Shrivers

diSPatched

our regular

smoothly

the Leach

~o the shrivel's.
crew was together,

and the job was finished

Flow Sheet
of
Purifica~ion-nepartment

Neutral Dorr

Purification Tanks

Collection Tank

Shriver

Residue

Great Falls

Presses

·1 Filtrate

Electrolyzing Division
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